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Abstract Behavioural subtyping is concerned with the question of whether one class 
is behaviourally consistent with another class. The word "behaviour'' in this 
context usually refers to the semantics of methods, typically given by pre- and 
postconditions. In this paper, we will use this term in a more specific way, 
referring to the dynamic behaviour of objects in time. Behaviour descriptions 
of classes give sequencing constraints on method invocations, in this paper 
formulated using the process algebra CSP. 

Behavioural subtyping can be seen as a mixture of refinement and inheritance: 
we expect the subtype to be substitutable for the supertype while at the same 
moment allowing extension of functionality. Since refinement itself does not 
allow extension of functionality, a subtyping definition must therefore extend 
standard refinement concepts to cope with additional methods in the subtype. 
In this paper, we show for three such subtyping relations how they can, despite 
these extensions, be checked via refinement. This gives us the possibility of 
employing standard refinement checkers for CSP (viz. the FDR modelchecker) 
for subtype checks. 

Keywords: Behavioural subtyping, CSP, modelchecking, refinement. 

1. Introduction 
Behavioural subtyping for object-oriented languages is concerned with the 

question of when one class can be said to be behaviourally consistent with 
another class. Tightly connected with this question is the issue of substitu
tivity (Wegner and Zdonik, 1988): a subtype object should be able to stand 
everywhere where a supertype is expected, without a client being able to tell a 
difference. Despite the fact that most object-oriented programming language 
identify subtyping with the inheritance hierarchy, subtyping is fundamentally 
different from inheritance. While inheritance is mainly concerned with re-use, 
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subtyping requires behavioural conformance. This has long been recognised 
and extensively studied, especially in the state-based context (see America 
(America, 1991), Liskov & Wing (Liskov and Wing, 1994) for two of the 
most important papers). Behavioural subtyping in this context is defined via 
a comparison of the semantics of methods (given by pre- and postconditions) 
and the invariants on the state space of classes. Since subtyping additionally 
has to allow extension of functionality, i.e. new methods in the subtype, cer
tain constraints on new methods are used to guarantee conformance with the 
supertype class. 

In this paper, we look at subtyping from a behaviour-oriented view. The 
conformance criterion refers to the dynamic behaviour of classes describing 
the ordering of method invocations in time. This form of behavioural subtyping 
gains increasing importance with the spreading use of UML in system design. 
In UML, a behaviour description can be attached to every class, for instance in 
the form of a StateChart or activity diagram. Here, we will use the process alge
bra CSP (Hoare, 1985) as a specification language for describing the behaviour 
of classes. Behaviour descriptions give sequencing constraints on method in
vocations of a class, or describe particular protocols which have to be followed 
by all class instances. Substitutivity is in this context tightly connected with 
service availability: methods may be blocked at certain points in time, and a 
class can only conform to the dynamic behaviour of another class if it achieves 
the "same" service availability with respect to the methods of the supertype 
class. A number of proposals have been made for such a kind of behavioural 
subtyping, see for instance (van der Aalst and Basten, 1997; Balzarotti et al., 
1999; Bowman et al., 1997; Cusack, 1991; Nierstrasz, 1995). All of these 
are based on some process algebra notion of equivalence (e.g. bisimulation) or 
refinement which is modified to allow for the desired extension of functionality. 
Bisimulation-based approaches are usually too strong since they require equiv
alence of the sub- and supertype with respect to the operations of the supertype 
class. For achieving substitutivity, a weaker, refinement-based approach is 
more adequate, and can be seen as a natural counterpart of the state-based 
subtyping relations of America and Liskov & Wing, which are based on data 
refinement concepts. In this paper, we concentrate on three subtyping relations 
developed in (Fischer and Wehrheim, 2000). The three relations (with the 
names weak, safe and optimal subtyping) are all based on process refinement, 
but use different means of achieving extension of functionality. The differences 
in definition are reflected in the degree in which they guarantee substitutivity 
(see (Fischer and Wehrheim, 2000) for a discussion of these issues and proofs 
for substitutivity). 

Here, we will be concerned with automatically checking behavioural sub
typing relationships. Given two classes with CSP descriptions of their dynamic 
behaviour, we are interested in an automatic way of determining whether the 
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first is a behavioural subtype of the second. So far, automatic checking is 
carried out for trace-refinement based subtyping relations (Engels et al., 2001) 
(also using FDR), and for relations based on branching bisimilarity (van der 
Aalst and Basten, 1999). In (van der Aalst and Basten, 1999) van der Aalst 
and Basten present a tool for checking certain subtype relationships between 
workflows modelled by Petri nets. Alternatively, patterns (or operators) are 
given which can be used to obtain a subtype by construction (see (Wehrheim, 
2001) for state-based, and (van der Aalst and Basten, 1997; Rudkin, 1992) 
for behaviour-oriented patterns). In (Wehrheim, 2001) we gave patterns for 
weak, safe and optimal subtyping relations in the context of state-based class 
specifications (when equipped with a behavioural semantics). Here, we show 
how subtyping relationships can be automatically checked when the dynamic 
behaviour is given as a CSP process. The following technique is used for 
checking whether a class C is a subtype of a class A: we construct a tester 
process from C (or from A, depending on the relation to be checked), and check 
refinement between A and the tester of C: A l;r Tester( C). For all three 
subtyping relations tester processes can be constructed and soundness of the 
construction is shown, i.e. 

A <1 C <===> A !:.r Tester( C) 

holds (e.g. for <1 being safe subtyping). The refinement check can be carried 
out by the FDR modelchecker (FDR, 1997), checking refinement relations 
between CSP specifications. Such test constructions can also be employed for 
specification languages combining state-based with behavioural descriptions if 
the mixed class specification can be translated into a pure CSP specification 
(which is for instance possible for the formal specification language CSP-OZ 
(Fischer and Wehrheim, 1999)). 

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives some examples which 
we use to illustrate the subtyping relations and their checks. The definitions in 
Section 2 are essentially taken from (Fischer and Wehrheim, 2000). Section 3 
introduces the tester constructions and shows their soundness. Finally, Section 
4 concludes. 

2. Examples and Definitions 

We explain the three subtyping relations (and later their checks) via an 
example of a buffer. The following is a CSP specification of the dynamic 
behaviour of a class ABuffer which may hold up to 5 elements and has methods 
for inserting and retrieving elements (put, get). The below given description 
contains the syntax of the FDR modelchecker, a modelchecker for checking 
refinement relations between CSP specifications. 
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ABuffer(contents) 
card(contents) < 5 & 

put?x -> ABuffer(union(contents, {x})) 
[] card(contents) > 0 & 

/-/ x: contents® 
get.x -> ABuffer(diff(contents, {x})) 

To understand this specification, a brief introduction into CSP is at place. 
CSP (Hoare, 1985) is a process algebra, used for describing the behaviour of 
distributed communicating processes. Processes are built over events using a 
number of operators. 

• An event takes the form ch.v, where chis the name of a channel and v 
a value passed over this channel. In the example put and get are names 
of channels and put.2 would for instance be an event. The abbreviation 
ch?x stands for a choice of all events over channel ch. Thus an arbitrary 
value is allowed and x acts as an input variable. The notation ch!v or 
ch.v is used for output variables. In the object-oriented setting events are 
method invocations, i.e. names of methods plus their current arguments. 

• STOP and SKIP are empty processes, the first one representing deadlock 
while the second may terminate successfully. 

• The operator ->(or --7) is the CSP prefix operator. A process P = ev --7 

P' can execute ev and then behaves like P. 

• CSP has two choice operators: [] (or D) is an external choice; the choice 
may be influenced by the environment requesting the communication of 
certain events; 1-1 (or n) is an internal choice, nondeterministically 
taken by the process itself. 

• In FDR parallel composition is denoted P [ I { evl , ... , evn} ll 
Q (or else P ll{ev1 , ... ,evn} Q). The two components have to synchronise 
on the execution of events ev1 , ... , evn, but may execute all other events 
independently. The notation PIIIQ (interleaving) is an abbreviation for 
PII0Q. 

• Events in processes may be renamed: P [ [ evl <- ev2] ] (or P[ eV]_ f-

ev2]) behaves like process P except that instead of executing evt it exe
cutes ev2. 

• All operators may also appear in an iterated version: for instance, the 
FDR version of an iterated internal choice is I -I x: X @ P (x) (CSP: 
n X : X • P(x)) which represents the internal choice over all processes 

P(x) such that x E X. 
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Process ABuffer is parameterised in the contents of the buffer. Depending on 
the number of elements currently in the buffer, elements may be inserted or 
retrieved. Guards (of the form <boolean expr> & process) are used 
to guarantee that an element can only be inserted when the buffer is not yet full, 
and can only be retrieved when it is non-empty. When retrieving elements the 
buffer nondeterministically chooses one of the elements, and this is modelled 
by an internal choice over all elements x in contents. The operations union, dif.f 
and card on sets (for set union, set difference and cardinality) are part ofFDR's 
functional language. 

This buffer is supposed to be the supertype class. Since our subtyping relations 
are all based on failures refinement, we are interested in the failure sets of this 
buffer. Failures (and divergences) are the semantic model of CSP. Given a 
global alphabet of events I:1, a failure of a process Pis a pair (a, X) E I:* x 
meaning that after executing the sequence of events a the process may reach a 
stable state in which all events in X are refused. A state is stable if no invisible 
actions are possible from it. Invisible actions for instance arise from internal 
choices: an internal choice is resolved by executing an invisible action and then 
resuming with one of the alternatives of the choice. 

The semantics of a CSP process P simply is a setfailures(P) of such pairs 
of sequences and refusal sets. For process Buffer, part of failures(Buffer) is 
(assuming elements to be from the set { 1, ... , 10}) 

(c-, {get.1, ... , get.10} ), (put.1, {get.2, ... , get.10} ), ... 

Failures are either computed by a denotational or an operational semantics (see 
(Roscoe, 1997)). In the proofs in the next section, we rely on the operational 
semantics for CSP. The operational semantics computes a labelled transition 
system T = (Q, __., qo) consisting of a set of states, a transition relation and an 
initial state for every CSP term. Failures are then directly computed from the 
transition system. For this, all traces to stable states and their sets of refused 
events are computed. 

A failure-based semantics very clearly captures the idea of service avail
ability: the refusal sets exactly tell us which events (viz. method invocations) 
may be refused after a certain sequence of service requests. Refinement should 
achieve substitutability and thus only allows reduction of refusals. 

Definition 2.1 A class C is a failures refinement of a class A (denoted A G;r C) 
iff failures( C) <:;;_ failures(A ). 

1 We assume such a global alphabet to be known from the start. If this is not the case, the failure sets of 
processes have to be adapted everytime the alphabet is extended. Alternatively, the semantics of processes 
could be defined using the dual notion of acceptance sets instead of failure sets. 
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Next, we take a look at three different extensions of the buffer. Every such 
extension is a subtype in the sense of one of our three relations. The first buffer 
extends the basic class with the possibility of deleting the complete buffer at 
any time (del), 

CBufferl(contents) 
card(contents) < 5 & 

put?x -> CBufferl(union(contents, {x})) 
[] card(contents) > 0 & 

1-1 x: contents® 
get.x -> CBufferl(diff(contents,{x})) 

[] del -> STOP 

the second extension gives a client the possibility of inserting two elements in 
one step (pput), 

CBuffer2(contents) 
card(contents) < 5 & 

put?x -> CBuffer2(union(contents, {x})) 
[] card(contents) > 0 & 

1-1 x: contents @ 
get.x -> CBuffer2(diff(contents,{x})) 

[] card(contents) < 4 & 
pput?x?y -> CBuffer2(union(contents,{x,y})) 

and the third extension provides a method for checking for emptiness of the 
buffer (empty). 

CBuffer3(contents) 
card(contents) < 5 & 

put?x -> CBuffer3(union(contents, {x})) 
[] card(contents) > 0 & 

1-1 x: contents@ 
get.x -> CBuffer3(diff(contents,{x})) 

[] true & empty! (card(contents) == 0) 
-> CBuffer3(contents) 

All these buffers can be seen to be subtypes of the class ABu.ffer, but with 
different explanations for why we would see them as a subtype. The first buffer 
just adds one new method, the behaviour concerning the old methods remains 
the same. However, after an execution of del it exhibits a completely new 
behaviour: it refuses all events ((del, E) E failures(CBu.fferl)). The second 
buffer is less critical in this respect, it also adds a new method, but this method 
adds nothing "new" to the behaviour since a pput has exactly the same effect 
as two put's. Nevertheless, an execution of pput might change the service 
availability of the old methods (e.g. when it fills the buffer, no further put is 
available anymore). Finally, the last extension is the least critical: the new 
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method empty does not change the contents of the buffer, and its execution may 
therefore neither enable nor disable old methods. 

However, concerning classical CSP refinement none of these extensions 
are refinements, simply because they are extensions in the sense of allowing 
additional methods to be executed. Thus refinement is too strong to serve as a 
definition of subtyping. Instead, we modify refinement in three different ways 
taking the presence of additional methods into account. During the comparison 
of subtype with supertype we have to "ignore " the additional methods. In 
(Fischer and Wehrheim, 2000) we have proposed three ways of doing that, 
which all yield different forms of subtyping. They are defined by operations on 
failure sets: restriction forbids the execution of new methods, and concealment 
hides them (and the third operation makes a substitution). 

Definition 2.2 Let F x 2E be a failure set and N set of events. 

• Restriction: 
F\rN = {(o-,X) I :J(o-, Y) E F, 0" E \ N)* Y UN}. 

• Concealment: 
F\cN = {(o-,X) I :J(o-', Y) E F,o- = 0"1 1 \N),X YUN}. 

In contrast to classical CSP hiding, the concealed events are not under the 
control of the class alone, i.e. states in which new methods are executable are 
also stable after concealment and thus failures are computed at such states. The 
idea is that the new methods are just assumed to be invisible to some client but 
not completely controlled by the class. 

The third way of dealing with new methods is the counterpart ofLiskov's and 
Wing's extension maps for state-based specifications: the new methods have 
to be explained in terms of sequences of old methods (like method pput above 
being equal to two put's). The "explanation" is given by a substitution function 
that maps new methods onto sequences of old methods. The corresponding 
operation on failure sets is defined as follows: 

Definition 2.3 Let (a-, X) E x 2E be a pair of trace and refusal, and N 
a set of events (the new events to be mapped onto old ones). Furthermore let 
fN: N--+ a function, the substitution function. We definefiv(o-,X) (by 
overloading the function fN) to be (JN (a-), X U N) where fN (a-) is inductively 
defined by 

fN(c:) = c 

ifaef_N 

else 
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A substitution function for CBu.ffer2 would for instance be the following: 

fN(pput.l.2) = put.l "put.2 

fN(pput.2.3) put.2 "put.3 

Given these operations on failure sets the three subtyping relations can be 
defined as follows (definition taken from (Fischer and Wehrheim, 2000)). 

Definition 2.4 Let A, C be CSP behaviour specifications, A standing for the 
super- and C for the potential subtype, and let N = a( C) \ a(A) be the set of 
new methods. 

• Cis a weak subtype of A (denoted A C) iff failures( C) \,N 
failures(A). 

• C is a safe subtype of A according to a substitution function Jv (denoted 

A C) iff fiv (failures( C)) failures(A ). 

• Cis an optimal subtype of A (denoted A iff failures( C) 
failures(A). 

Looking again at the four buffers we see that CBu.ffer 1 is a weak but no 
safe and no optimal subtype of ABu.ffer. Applying for instance the conceal
ment operator to its failure set we get the pair (c, (concealment of del 
in which is not in ABu.ffer's failure set. CBu.ffer2 is a weak and a 
safe but no optimal subtype of ABu.ffer. As an argument against an optimal 

subtype: the failure pair (put.l "put.2 "put.3, \ {get.l, get.2, get.3}) is 

infailures(CBu.ffer2) \c{pput} (since (put.l "put.2 "put.3 "pput.2.3, \ 
{get.l, get.2, get.3}) is in failures( CBu.ffer2)) but not in failures(ABu.ffer). 
Finally, CBu.ffer3 is a weak, a safe (with substitution function Jv mapping 
empty.true and empty false to the empty sequence c) and an optimal subtype of 
ABu.ffer. 

3. Checking Subtypes via Refinement 
Determining the failure set of a CSP process and afterwards applying the 

three operators by hand is quite laborious. Instead, an automatic subtype check 
for classes with CSP behaviour descriptions is desirable. This can in fact be 
achieved, as is shown below. For all three subtyping relations, we give general 
techniques for checking them using the refinement checker FDR. FDR (FDR, 
1997) is a modelchecker for CSP which automatically carries out refinement 
checks between CSP processes. 

The technique in general works as follows: given behaviour specifications 
of classes A (the supertype) and C (the potential subtype) we construct a 
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tester process from A or C, and afterwards check whether A [;;;j Tester( C) 
(or Tester(A) !;;;;;: C, respectively). The particular construction of the tester 
process depends on the subtype relation to be checked. 

3.1. Weak Subtyping 
Weak subtyping defined via restriction is very simple to check via refinement. 

In CSP we model the restriction operator (originally from the process algebra 
CCS) via parallel composition with an empty process, synchronising on the new 
methods. Since the empty process never executes an event, but synchronisation 
forces new methods to be executed jointly by both components of the parallel 
composition, the new methods are actually restricted. For class CBu.fferl the 
tester process is thus the following: 

Testerl(contents) = 
(CBufferl(contents) [I { del } ll SKIP) 

and we test whether ABu.ffer( {}) Tester!({}) holds. More generally, the 
following can be shown to hold (the proof is straightforward): 

Theorem 1 Let A, C be CSP processes, such that a(A) a( C) and N = 
a( C)\ a(A). Then 

A i;;;;wst C (C liN SKIP) 

3.2. Safe Subtyping 
The construction of testers for safe subtyping is more complicated. The 

tester is again constructed from C. Given a substitution functionj\T, the failures 
of this tester should be all pairsfN(cr, X) such that (cr,X) Ejailures( C). Instead 
of executing a new event ev the tester should thus executej\T(ev), and what's 
more, during the execution of the sequence fiv ( ev) no failures should be checked. 
!N ( cr, X) only computes the failures after execution of the replacement sequence, 
and only those have to be considered in the refinement check. This can be 
achieved by making all states instable which are reached during the execution 
of the sequence. 

We first illustrate the technique by means of a tester for class CBuffer2, 
and then give a more general construction. 

Tester2(contents) = 
( (CBuffer2(contents) 

[ I { I put, get, pput I } ll 
New20ld) 

\ {I pput, div l}l 
[[ Nput <-put]] 
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In the tester, CBuffer2 is composed in parallel with New20ld, which is a 
process synchronising on the alphabet of CBuffer2. Whenever CBuffer2 
executes the new method pput, the process New20ld should execute two 
put's. In order to distinguish these from a put from CBuffer2 (and thus 
avoid synchronisation with CBuffer2) we first give them a different name: 
Nput (for new put). This event is afterwards renamed back into put. During 
execution of the substitution sequence CBuffer2 is blocked since all of its 
events have to synchronise with New20ld. The event pput finally has to be 
hidden to the outside. Additionally, an event div is hidden which is used to 
create instability of intermediate states (see below). 

The process New20ld is defined as follows: 

New20ld = All 
,-, Old 

All = pput?x?y -> Pl(x,y) 
[] put?x -> New20ld 
[] get?x -> New20ld 

Pl(x,y) = div -> DIV 
[] Nput.x -> P2(y) 

P2(y) = div -> DIV 
[] Nput.y -> New20ld 

DIV = DIV 

Old = put?x -> New20ld 
[] get?x -> New20ld 

Process New20ld should be able to execute all events of the class. Since we 
will hide the event pput afterwards we have to be careful about instability. In 
order to guarantee that process New20ld has at least one stable state, we have 
to introduce the nondeterministic choice between Old and All. Process Old 
is stable, and only executes old events. Process All may initially execute 
pput and thus will not be stable after hiding pput. We need an internal choice 
between Old and All here since New20ld should be free to decide which 
path to take. This reflects another aspect of substitution: whenever there is a 
state in which only new methods are possible this will be turned into a deadlock 
by substitution. 

Process All carries out the transformation. After having executed one event 
pput two events Nput can be executed. The instability of states during execution 
of the substitution sequence is achieved by the possibility of executing an action 
div which is afterwards hidden (and thus renamed into an invisible action T) in 
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New20ld 

Old All j 
pput 

• 
Nput /e DIV 

./T 

Figure 1. Transition system of process New20ld 

every such state2• Figure 1 shows the transition system of process New20ld 
(already hiding div). After furthermore hiding event pput the state named Old 
is the only stable state. 

Finally we test whether ABuffer( {}) [:F Tester2( {}) holds. 

This technique can be generalised to arbitrary classes C. Given a class C and 
a substitution functionfN, the tester Tester( C,JN) is 

( ( C II a( C) New20ld) \ (N U { div})) [R] 

where the renaming relation R is defined to be 

evi I :lev :fN(ev) = ev1 r-- .•• r-- evm, 1 i m}, 

renaming Nevi back into evi. In our example, the new name of an event was 
Nput, and it had to be renamed back into put. New20ld is the following CSP 
process (assuming N to be the new and 0 to be the old methods): 

New20ld = All 
n Old 

2In principle, the div action is superfluous and we could immediately call process DIV in Fl. and P2. 

However, FDR is somehow not able to calculate the transition system of such a process, thus we introduced 
the extra div action here. 
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Old =D ev : 0 • ev --t New20ld 

All = (D ev : 0 • ev --t New20ld) 
D (D ev: N • ev --t P1Ev) 

FMOODS2002 

This definition uses the process P1Ev which is the first one of a family of CSP 
processes. IfJN(ev) is ev1 " ... "evm we define a family of processes PjEv, 
1 j m - 1, which successively execute the sequence .fiv ( ev) by 

P1Ev = div --t DIV 
D Nevi --t P1+1Ev 

and finally define PmEv to be 

PmEv = div --t DIV 
D Nevm --t New20ld 

Analogously to before, the tester construction is sound for safe subtyping. 

Theorem 2 Let A, C be CSP processes, such that a(A) a( C) and N = 
a( C)\ a(A); and letfN be a substitution function. Then 

A !;sst C ¢:=::;>A i;.r Tester( CJN) 

Proof: 
We show thatfailures(Tester(CJN )) = {fN(a,X) I (a, X) Ejailures(C)}. We 
assume (Qc, --tc, C) to be the transition system of C (with states being CSP 
processes, and C the initial state), and similarly (Qr, --tr, Tester) to be the 
transition system of the tester. For a state q we write next( q) to stand for 
{ev I 3q' : q q'}, refusals(q) = E \ next(q) and we write q q' for 
q .!!:_, q'. The proof relies on the operational semantics of CSP (see for 
instance (Roscoe, 1997)). 

::::::> Let (a, X) E failures( C) such that X is a maximal refusal and O" = a1 ... an. 
Then there must be states C1, ... , Cn E Qc such that C C1 ... 
Cn, Cn stable and X = E \ next(Cn)· Hence there are processes 
Testen = ( ( ci lla(C;) New20ld) \ (N u { div})) [R] such that Testerj Ui+l 

Testeri+l if ai+l E 0 (since New20ld a;+I New20ld). Furthermore, 
f N +. ( ) b b h Ti. b;l ... b;m Ti. or ai E , JN ai = ii ... im we ave esten esten+l 

. a· Nb;1 Nb;2 Nb; (smce New20ld ==!> Plai =======:> P2ai =======:> ••• New20ld, and 
Ci Ci+l). Finally, Testern = ( (Cn lie.( c) New20ld) \ (N U {div} )) [R] 
can evolve into a stable state Tester (r-step of New20ld to Old) such 
that refusals( Tester') = refusals( Cn) UN. 
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Let (cr,X) E failures(Tester), and cr = h)_ ... bm. Hence there are states 

Tester1, ... , Testerm such that Tester1 ... Testerm, 
Testerm is stable and X= }::; \ next(Testerm)· Then Testerm = ( ( Cn lin( C) 

Old) \ (N U {div})) [R] for some Cn (since Old is the only stable state). 
From Tester1, ... , Tester m we can derive processes C1 , ... , Cn (first com
ponents in the parallel composition in the Testerz's, removing double 
appearances) such that C C1 ... Cn andfN(al ... an) = 
b1 ... bm. Furthermore re.fusals(Testerm) = refusals( Cn) UN. 

3.3. Optimal Subtyping 

For optimal subtypes the tester construction is easier. A class is an optimal 
subtype if its additional methods do not change the availability of other methods, 
i.e. the new methods may neither enable nor disable other methods. The 
execution of the new method can, however, be restricted to certain states of the 
class. Thus the new method may also be refused at certain points in time. 

For checking this subtype we construct a tester from A. The tester is the 
interleaving (I I I) of the class A with a process CHAOS (N) , the chaotic process 
over all new methods. The chaotic process allows to execute as well as refuse 
all methods from N at any time. It is defined as 

CHAOS(N) =Stop n (D evEN • ev --4 CHAOS(N)) 

The tester for CBuffer3 is thus 

Tester3(contents) = 
(ABuffer(contents) I I I CHAOS({ I empty l}l) 

and we check whether Tester3( {}) CBuffer3( {}) holds. 

More generally, we obtain the following result: 

Theorem 3 Let A, C be CSP processes, such that a(A) C a( C) and N = 
a( C)\ a(A). Then 

A C-¢::::::> AIIICHAOS(N) C 

Proof: We have to prove two directions. Both are proven by contradiction. 

==> Assume that A C, i.e. failures( C) \c N failures(A) but not 
AIIICHAOS(N) C. Then there must be some pair (cr,X) E 
failures(C) such that (cr,X) ti failures(AIIICHAOS(N)). By def
inition of optimal subtyping we know that ( cr 1 (I; \ N), X U 
N) E · failures(A). Hence CT E traces(AIIICHAOS(N)). Since 
failures(CHAOS(N)) = {(cr,X) I CT E N*,X N} we furthermore 
get (cr,X) Ejailures(AIIICHAOS(N)) which is a contradiction. 
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-<== Assume AiiiCHAOS(N) [;;;,r C but not A [;;;ost C. Then there must be 
some (O",X) E failures( C) \eN such that (O",X) tf. failures(A). This 
implies: :J(o-', Y) E failures( C), O" = 0"1 l \ N) and X Y UN. 
Hence (O"', Y) E failures(AiiiCHAOS(N)) and this implies (O", Y UN) E 
failures(A). 

Now that we have given tester constructions for all three subtypes, we are able 
to check subtyping with FDR. For the examples, the here given specifications 
can directly be used for FDR. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented tester constructions for three behavioural 
subtyping relations. The tester constructions can be used to check for subtypes 
via refinement, and thus to use a standard tool for refinement checking for 
subtype checks. The subtyping relationships have all been based on failures 
refinement. Concerning divergences, all but one of the tester constructions can 
also be used for testing subtype relationships when the definitions are based on 
failure-divergence refinement instead of failures refinement. The critical one 
is safe subtyping: the tester for safe subtyping introduces new divergences. 
This problem can in principle be circumvented by building separate testers for 
failures and for divergences. Since FDR is, however, not able to check for 
divergences alone, the checking could then not be automated. 
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